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storyline. Also Read: Find Out What's In Season 6 After Watch 'Mr. Robot' Episode 2 The Season 5
premiere of Mr. Robot was a true ensemble of performances as the characters dropped into a
series of increasingly dystopian and violent situations. “There is a feeling with this season that
we’re dropping even more of the conceit, because we’re so interested in putting the characters

into these situations where the rules change and the consequences could be life and death,”
Esmail said. “I think the season is really about these characters fighting to confront and engage in
a world that has changed completely, because the thing that keeps them going is their ideals and

belief in the world. And now that sense of optimism is turned completely on its head.” In the
premiere, the Dark Army — a mysterious and highly dangerous group of hackers — enters the
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powerful. Also Read: 5 Things We Learned From 'Mr. Robot' Season 5 Premiere “[The Dark Army]
want to take everything away from our characters,” executive producer Kor Adana said. “They

want to take away their jobs, and their home lives. They’re going to hurt their families.
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